NESCAUM ANNOUNCES NEW EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
December 12, 2018
NESCAUM is pleased and excited to announce the selection of Dr. Paul J. Miller as our new
Executive Director. Having served as NESCAUM’s Deputy Director and Chief Scientist for
the past twelve years, Paul has a deep understanding of the needs and interests of the
northeast state air quality programs and a vision of how to promote continued progress.
He also worked for NESCAUM in the 1990s as a Senior Science and Policy Advisor.
Between stints at NESCAUM, Paul was the Air Quality Program Coordinator with the
Commission for Environmental Cooperation (CEC) in Montreal, Quebec (2000-2005).
While at the CEC, Paul co-authored a major report looking at emerging environmental
issues of an increasingly integrated North American electricity market.
Dr. Miller states, “With NESCAUM’s assistance, the northeast states have provided
leadership that has driven regional, national and international action to control air
pollution from a wide range of sources. Nevertheless, there is much more to be done in
terms of reducing the impacts of traditional air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions
that are changing the planet’s climate.” He adds that, “Working with the dedicated staff
and engaged state partners at NESCAUM has been a highlight of my career. I am honored
to be named NESCAUM’s next Executive Director and look forward to continuing the
valuable and pivotal work of the organization.”
Arthur Marin, NESCAUM’s retiring Executive Director, states that, “Paul has been an
exceptional colleague and partner and I am confident that under his able leadership,
NESCAUM will continue to play a critical role in helping develop and implement
innovative programs to address the on-going challenges faced by our member agencies.”
In addition to his work experience, Paul’s leadership is informed by his diverse and
impressive academic credentials. He was awarded a Kent Fellowship from Yale University
where he earned a M.S., M.Phil. and Ph.D. in chemical physics. He also has a B.S. in
Chemistry from Purdue University, where he graduated with highest distinction, and a law
degree from Stanford University.
Please join us in celebrating Paul’s selection as the new Executive Director of NESCAUM.

